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1 Introduction
This article builds on the emerging body of scholarship that investigates
‘language brokering’, the wide range of interpretation and translation tasks
performed every day by bilinguals who have no specialized training (Tse, 1996:
486). Existing studies in this ﬁeld generally focus on the translation practices of
bilingual children and adolescents as they broker communication between nonbilingual adults in institutional settings (e.g., Tse, 1995; Orellana, Dorner and
Pulido, 2003; Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner and Meza, 2003; Orellana, 2009;
García-Sánchez, 2014; Reynolds, Orellana and García-Sánchez, 2015). Although
research on the topic has grown over the past two decades, the speciﬁc
characteristics and challenges of this type of interpretation work have yet to be
fully explored. Scholars have noted the lack of studies on the actual practices of
language brokering and have suggested that discourse analysis is a useful
analytical frame (e.g., Reynolds, Orellana and García-Sánchez, 2015). The
present analysis investigates a new setting and examines the speciﬁc practices
involved when bilingual youth interpret in religious services. Although
underexplored in language-brokering scholarship, religious services are an
integral part of many people’s lives and present a novel and revelatory context for
examining non-professional interpretation practices (see e.g., Karlik, 2010).
This article analyses video data of a teenage preacher and interpreter team
presenting a bilingual sermon during a Spanish-language church service. The
analysis explores how the two youths demonstrate problem-solving skills and
linguistic expertise in the interpretation process. Speciﬁcally, I investigate how
the teenagers negotiate and maintain a register for the sermon, attend to each
other’s pragmatic and linguistic cues, address gaps in interpreter knowledge, and
manage the norms of the speaker-interpreter interaction. I argue that the range of
high-level linguistic, cognitive and interactional skills employed by these youths
demonstrates that the problem-solving activity in which they are participating is
multifaceted and collaborative, and that the youth themselves must necessarily
exercise great skill to solve each problem. I then position this analysis within
broader scholarship on language brokering and demonstrate how these practices
expand our knowledge regarding the linguistic abilities of bilingual youth.
2 Theoretical approach
2.1 Interpreting as language brokering
In the United States, bilingual youth are frequently called upon to interpret for
family members for whom the use of English would otherwise be a barrier.
Although they have not received the specialized training of professional
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interpreters, these bilingual youths navigate the cognitive and interactional
demands of the interpretation task and successfully broker communication across
linguistic boundaries.
While there is a vast body of literature on translation and interpretation
generally, a much smaller body of research investigates language brokering by
bilingual youth in various settings (e.g., Harris and Sherwood, 1978; Tse, 1995,
1996; Zentella, 1997; Weisskirch and Alva, 2002; Valdés, 2003; Orellana, Dorner
and Pulido, 2003; Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner and Meza, 2003; Orellana, 2009;
Villanueva and Buriel, 2010; Eksner and Orellana, 2012; Bolden, 2012, 2014).
Tse (1995), who coined the term language brokering, deﬁnes the concept as
‘interpretation and translation between linguistically and culturally different
parties’ (1995:180). The subsequent body of work distinguishes language brokers
from interpreters more generally because language brokers tend to have a stake in
the interpretation (e.g., Eksner and Orellana, 2012). The present analysis builds
on and engages this prior literature.
Much recent work on language brokering investigates how bilingual children
facilitate communication between their parents and institutions such as schools,
stores, hospitals, and court systems (e.g., Tse, 1995; Orellana, Dorner and Pulido,
2003; Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner and Meza, 2003; García-Sánchez, Orellana and
Hopkins, 2011; García-Sánchez, 2014; Reynolds, Orellana and García-Sánchez,
2015). The speciﬁc actors in the interaction are important because they frame the
nature of the interpretation. When immigrant children act as linguistic mediators
between their families and a social institution, questions of linguistic access and
bureaucratic gatekeeping, surveillance, insider-outsider dichotomies, and ethnolinguistic proﬁling emerge (e.g., Weisskirch and Alva, 2002; Reynolds and
Orellana, 2009; García-Sánchez, 2014; Reynolds, Orellana and García-Sánchez,
2015). This article extends prior research by investigating interpretation practices
where a bilingual adolescent mediates the interaction between a peer and a social
institution. Some existing research on peer brokering ﬁnds that young bilinguals
report translating for classmates and younger siblings in some contexts (e.g.,
Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner and Meza, 2003). The present project further extends
this research by examining these practices in a new setting. Here, although the
interpretation takes place in a social institution (a church), there is no insideroutsider division because all parties to the interaction belong to the same social,
religious, and, to an extent, cultural community.
Existing scholarship on language brokering additionally explores the nature of
the interpretation interaction and characterizes it as a socioculturally, politically,
economically, and linguistically asymmetrical relationship between institutional
ﬁgures and members of subaltern groups (e.g., García-Sánchez, 2014). Moreover,
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researchers point out that the interactions often take place in ‘white public space’,
a fact that contributes to ethnicizing, racializing, and othering discourses
(Reynolds and Orellana, 2009; Reynolds, Orellana and García-Sánchez, 2015).
The present study contributes a perspective that emerges from a non-white public
space – a Spanish language church. In this sense, although the interaction takes
place in a social institution, it may align more with studies that have been
conducted on interpretation practices in family settings (e.g., Orellana, Reynolds,
Dorner and Meza, 2003; Del Torto, 2008, 2010).
The present analysis builds on prior studies in several fundamental ways. First,
this project frames language brokering as a complex experience that involves
more than language competence. Young bilinguals must attend to various cues,
manage multiple registers, convey non-linguistic dimensions of meaning, and
apply linguistic, social, and cultural knowledge (e.g., Del Torto, 2008; Reynolds
and Orellana, 2009; Del Torto, 2010; García-Sánchez, Orellana and Hopkins,
2011; Eksner and Orellana, 2012; García-Sánchez, 2014; Reynolds, Orellana and
García-Sánchez, 2015). Second, the analysis positions the youth interpreter as an
important participant in the interaction and not as an ‘invisible’ or impartial
linguistic conduit (e.g., García-Sánchez, Orellana and Hopkins, 2011; GarcíaSánchez, 2014). Third, the project highlights the sense of responsibility
demonstrated by the interpreter (e.g., Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner and Meza,
2003; García-Sánchez, 2014). Fourth, as mentioned above, the project presented
here invokes the work that has been done on language brokering in private
settings – in homes and between family members, as opposed to interactions
between family members and social institutions (e.g., Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner
and Meza, 2003; Del Torto, 2008). Finally, although much existing research
explores language brokering that emerges out of necessity, the present analysis
provides an example of non-essential interpretation (e.g., Del Torto, 2010).
Although religious services are an understudied setting in language-brokering
research, some existing work has incorporated religious elements (Orellana,
Reynolds, Dorner and Meza, 2003; García-Sánchez, 2014). A line of research has
emerged that examines interpretation practices by non-professional interpreters in
religious settings in Gambia (Karlik, 2010). Although this research does not focus
speciﬁcally on youth interpreting, its emergence points to the growing need for
studies in this setting. The interpretation of a sermon offers particular challenges,
constraints, and affordances, as the interpreter – onstage and beside the speaker –
is simultaneously engaged in interpretation and in performance. Thus, the present
analysis seeks to explore and analyse the speciﬁc considerations that emerge from
an interpretation interaction in this setting.
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2.2 Interpreting as problem solving
The emerging literature on novice interpreters is only beginning to uncover the
abilities employed by bilingual youth. García-Sánchez, Orellana and Hopkins
(2011) have argued that, ‘The complexities of interpretation work are often not
recognized, as people assume translation is easy for bilinguals’ (2011:148).
However, existing research has shown that this popular assumption is not
grounded in fact. Instead, as speakers and interpreters encounter and cope with
problems of comprehension, interpretation, and expression, the interpretation
process is revealed as a problem solving procedure (e.g., Bell, 1998), and
bilingual youth are revealed as skilled problem solvers. These youth interpreters
function as human expert systems (Bell, 1991), employing highly sophisticated,
complex, and interrelated abilities to ensure that a message produced in one
language is accurately rendered into another (Valdés, 2003:34; Valdés and
Angelelli, 2003). In this process, interpreters are not simply repeating something
said by someone else, but also engaging in a creative process (Riccardi, 1998:
172). Researchers have additionally shown that these youths show rapid recall
and enhanced memory capacity, as well as a level of linguistic maturity
(Malakoff, 1991; Valdés, 2003). They are able to retrieve words quickly, repeat a
message while listening simultaneously, remember what has been said, and
evaluate the target language by reﬂecting on language structure and the meaning
it conveys. In this process, young interpreters also display simultaneous
attentiveness – that is, the ability to simultaneously focus on the pragmatic and
linguistic levels of speech and on the balance between the two (Wadensjö, 1998).
The ability to compensate for gaps in linguistic knowledge should also be
recognized. Valdés (2003) has suggested that the kinds of cognitive, linguistic,
and creative compensatory strategies that novice interpreters employ when the
lack of proﬁciency in one language or the difﬁculty of the task impedes interpretation needs more attention from researchers.
The present article thus ﬁlls a gap in the existing research by contributing an
analysis of speciﬁc practices in the language-brokering interaction and by
expanding existing knowledge of language brokering in an understudied religious
setting.
3 Methods
3.1 Approach
The data analysed in this article emerge from the Spanish Houston Church
(‘Spanish Houston’)1 in the Lower East Side neighbourhood of New York City.
The analysis presented here is informed by three years of participant observation
in this setting. From August 2005 to May 2008, I attended weekly worship
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services, special holiday services, and church social events as a member of
Spanish Houston. During this time, I attended more than 150 services and became
an active participant in youth activities, music ministry, and other church
programs. Because I attended these services as a member, and not as an outside
researcher, I was fully integrated into the life and culture of the church. During
the time that I attended Spanish Houston, the church had a thriving media
department that recorded most worship services and disseminated recordings via
internet and on DVD. To produce these recordings, the media department used
three commercial grade video cameras that were stationed in the primary worship
space. These cameras were usually operated by youth who received instructions
regarding desired angles and degree of zoom via headphones. The media director,
located in a control room, observed the three camera feeds simultaneously and
decided which would become a part of the recording at a given moment. The
video analysed here was one such recording produced by the Spanish Houston
media department.
Previous studies on language brokering have employed ethnographic methods
including participant observation, ethnographic interviews, video recordings, and
simulated interpretation tasks (e.g., Orellana, Dorner and Pulido, 2003; Orellana,
Reynolds, Dorner and Meza, 2003; García-Sánchez, 2014; Reynolds and
Orellana, 2015; Reynolds, Orellana and García-Sánchez, 2015). Although the
present analysis draws on years of participant observation and naturally occurring
interaction, it does not emerge from a full-scale ethnographic study. Thus, I
primarily use discourse analysis to analyse the interaction contained on the video
recording, and the participant observation provides some additional contextual
information. This approach has beneﬁts and also potential limitations. As it relates
to the data analysed in this article, I was a participant observer, seated in the
audience at the time of the recording. I did not conduct ethnographic interviews at
the time of participant observation. However, during the subsequent analysis from
which this article emerges, I consulted with the two youths featured in this article
in fact-based interviews.
As with previous studies, the present analysis examines a video recording of an
interpretation interaction. This medium allows for a thoughtful and more detailed
investigation of the interaction (e.g., Goodwin, 1993; García-Sánchez, 2014). The
recording consulted in this article differs from previous studies in one key respect.
Whereas other researchers conduct the recordings as part of a broader ethnographic project, the recording in this analysis was produced by the Spanish
Houston media department in the course of its normal activities. Thus, a potential
limitation is that the researcher does not control what is recorded. However, this
type of recording also affords certain beneﬁts. The data that emerge capture a
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naturally occurring interaction, without instigation by the researcher. Furthermore, the video data in the recording are also part of what the seated audience
members see and experience. The master feed from the three video cameras in the
Spanish Houston sanctuary is displayed on two large-screen televisions at the
front left and front right of the sanctuary. Thus, as the audience members
experience the interaction in real time, they also experience the speciﬁc recording
analysed here.
3.2 Setting
At the time of the recording, Spanish Houston had approximately 300 members.
The pastor was from the Dominican Republic, and roughly half of the congregation was also from the Spanish speaking Caribbean (speciﬁcally, the Dominican
Republic and Puerto Rico). The remaining parishioners were from Ecuador, Peru,
Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Mexico, and the Philippines. The ofﬁcial language of
Spanish Houston was Spanish; services were generally conducted in Spanish; and
members freely communicated using Spanish, English, or alternation between the
two languages. All but one church member spoke and/or understood Spanish, and
English was most often used by youth and a few adults.
Young people at Spanish Houston were encouraged to participate in church
programs by planning the program, performing functions onstage or behind the
scenes. Due to the bilingual nature of the congregation, there were many
opportunities for youth to preach (in English or Spanish) and interpret sermons
from one language into the other. Weekly youth services highlighted the linguistic
abilities of the young people, and, although the preliminary liturgical elements of
the main worship service were generally conducted in Spanish only, often the
pastor would request that one of the youth interpret his sermon from Spanish to
English. Moreover, when visitors to the church presented sermons, seminars, or
announcements in English, one of the young people would be selected to interpret
the content from English to Spanish (although this latter type of interpretation was
much less common). Thus, real-time interpretation was a frequent, and often
integral, part of services at Spanish Houston. Interpreters did not receive any
specialized training, and speakers and interpreters spent very limited time
practicing their performance beforehand. Thus, interpreters were expected to rely
on their prior knowledge of the languages, religious narratives, norms of religious
discourse, and their experience as interpreters, to accomplish the task with which
they were presented.
At the same time, in the real-time interpretation of a sermon or a performance,
interpretation was always a shared responsibility. Bilingual audience members,
and sometimes the speaker, would often audibly chime in to ﬁll gaps in interpreter
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knowledge and suggest modiﬁcations to, or otherwise comment on, the
interpretation. Moreover, it was also not uncommon for an interpreter to offer
assistance to the speaker where necessary. The process was thus very collaborative, with speaker, interpreter, and audience collaborating to facilitate both
the speaking and interpretation tasks. This collaboration was fostered by the
notion of the church as a family that was cultivated at Spanish Houston. In such
an environment, all members had a stake in the task of their hermano (‘brother’).
3.3 Data collection and analysis
The DVD recording analysed here is 1 hour, 33 minutes long. The speciﬁc
excerpts analysed below were selected from a 14-minute segment of the
recording, which presents the delivery of a short sermon in Spanish and the realtime interpretation of the sermon into English by two Spanish Houston teenagers,
Carlos and Alex.2 This sermon is very similar in presentation to others regularly
delivered at Spanish Houston: ﬁrst, the interpreter is a visible and active
participant in the construction of the sermon performance (e.g., García-Sánchez,
Orellana and Hopkins, 2011; García-Sánchez, 2014); second, the interpretation is
nonessential (from Spanish to English in a Spanish-dominant setting) but may
have performed an important role in connecting intergenerational speakers in the
setting (e.g., Del Torto, 2008, 2010); and third, the interpreter has received no
special training for the task (e.g., Tse, 1996).
Before beginning the data analysis, I reviewed the sermon segment several
times to examine the speciﬁc themes that emerge from the interaction. During this
initial review, I transcribed the speech and gestures of Carlos and Alex during the
14-minute sermon, segmenting the speech into intonation units based on pauses
and prosodic factors (Du Bois, Schuetze-Coburn, Cumming and Paolino, 1992).
In this transcription system, a pause by a speaker indicates the end of one
intonation unit (represented on a single line) and the beginning of another
(represented on a separate line). Within each intonation unit, the transcription
accounts for vowel duration, aspiration of word ﬁnal /s/, laughter, alternative
pronunciations, prosodic emphasis, voxed quotatives, and overlapping speech.
Beside each transcription are columns that describe in detail the gesture, gaze, and
movements of Carlos and Alex as they navigate the interaction. These elements of
gesture and gaze provide additional depth to the analysis.
Although many themes emerge from the data, the present analysis focuses on
the interpretation interaction as a problem-solving procedure and a site of
linguistic expertise (e.g., Bell, 1991, 1998). Whereas, in general, the interaction
ﬂows smoothly – with each participant respecting the other’s turn to speak, the
speaker segmenting his speech into manageable and interpretable units, and the
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interpreter readily and accurately relaying the Spanish message into English –
certain trouble spots arise where one (or more) of the expectations of the
interaction does not manifest. Although the linguistic stakes are relatively low, the
performative stakes are high, as the teenagers are expected to complete their
particular functions in a polished manner. At these moments, where a linguistic or
interactional problem disrupts the ﬂow of the sermon, the two youths collaborate
on the solution to the problem. In the process, the boys demonstrate a range of
high level skills that position them as skilled problem solvers and possessors of
speciﬁc linguistic expertise. From the sermon segment, I selected ﬁve clips for
analysis. These clips demonstrate the problem-solving skills and linguistic
expertise displayed by Carlos and Alex in the multifaceted, collaborative,
interpretation task.
3.4 Participants
Carlos delivers the sermon in Spanish. At the time of the recording, he had just
turned 14 years old and was considered Spanish dominant. Carlos was born in
Harlem, raised in the Dominican Republic, and moved to New York with his
family when he was 12 years old, approximately 15 months prior to the recording.
He lived on Long Island with his parents, both of whom are Dominican and
communicated with Carlos in Spanish, and his older brother. At the time of the
recording, Carlos was generally selected to deliver sermons in Spanish but was
not yet selected to interpret from English to Spanish.
Alex interprets Carlos’ sermon from Spanish to English. He was born in Puerto
Rico and moved to New York when he was seven years old. At the time of the
recording, he was 15 years old and lived in the Bronx with his Puerto Rican
father, who communicated with him in English, his Puerto Rican mother, who
communicated with him in Spanish, and two younger brothers. Although Alex
spoke both Spanish and English – Spanish was his ﬁrst language – he was
considered to be English dominant and was generally selected to deliver sermons
in English, or to interpret from Spanish to English during services at Spanish
Houston.
4 Problem solving and linguistic expertise in the interpretation task
The sermon that Carlos delivers centres on the biblical Parable of the Talents, in
which a man entrusts a certain amount of money (talentos/talents) to each of three
servants. After much time has passed, the man asks the servants to give account
of what each has done with the talents with which he has been entrusted. Using
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the biblical narrative as his base, Carlos constructs a more detailed identity for
each of the servants and weaves a narrative that is complemented by dynamic
expression and embodied action. Alex is likely familiar with the original parable,
and he may draw on this knowledge of the underlying text as he participates in,
and coconstructs, the expressive and interactive framework that Carlos has
invoked.
The examples below show how Carlos and Alex demonstrate problem-solving
skills and linguistic expertise in the interpretation process; speciﬁcally, how they
display simultaneous attentiveness, negotiate and maintain an elevated register for
the sermon, attend to each other’s pragmatic and linguistic cues, navigate gaps
in interpreter knowledge, and manage the norms of the speaker-interpreter
interaction.
4.1 Simultaneous attentiveness and the management of register
Managing register is a key component of Carlos and Alex’s interaction. The two
are delivering a sermon as part of a church service, in front of other youth and
adults, invoking biblical narratives, and using formal language. The shaping and
maintenance of register is crucial because, as both youth are aware, some registers
are not appropriate for use in church. The task of register maintenance is
complicated, however, by the fact that neither Carlos nor Alex is using written
notes or other aids, but rather are drawing on memory alone to access the
appropriate register. Moreover, while Carlos has surely practiced the delivery of
his sermon, Alex and Carlos have likely not coordinated the interpretation ahead
of time (as this is not common practice at Spanish Houston). Thus, they are
coordinating the interpretation in real time. The following examples demonstrate
how Carlos and Alex navigate and balance the tasks of shaping register in realtime interpretation.
In Example 1, Carlos describes the actions taken by the ﬁrst servant in the
Parable of the Talents. As he brings this character to life for the audience, he
ascribes personality traits, inner thoughts, and motivations to the servant. These
additional details are not taken directly from the biblical text but are not a far
departure.
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Example 1: Killao (Transcript 1, lines 19–31).
TRANSCRIPTION
GESTURE, GAZE AND
#
SPEAKER
MOVEMENT (CARLOS)
19

CARLOS:

Entonces e, e,
So,

20

él pensó que el
jefe iba a estar
bien,
he thought that
the boss was going
to be very,

21

tú sabe’,
you know,

22

uhm,

23

uhm,

<moves L Hand
and forearm in a
revolving
circular motion>
<turns and looks
at Alex>
<lifts L Hand
and points
toward head at
ear level with
index finger>

ALEX:

enojado
angry.

25

CARLOS:

enojado,
Angry,
sí.
yes.

<looks at Alex>

Es que yo iba a
[decir ‘killao’].
It’s that I was
going to say
‘killao’.
<‘annoyed/ ticked
off’ in Dominican
Spanish>
[He thought his]
boss was going to
be,
mad wit’ him,
because he was
going to do
something
wrong with the
money.

<in quieter
voice>
<smiling>

27

28

29
30

31

ALEX:

GESTURE, GAZE AND
MOVEMENT (ALEX)

<makes outward
arc motion with
hands at chest
level>

24

26

339

<speaks away
from
microphone>

<gestures with
LH>
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While explaining why the servant was un hombre miedoso (‘a fearful man’)
(line 3), Carlos pauses the narrative to search for a word to describe the boss’
potential reaction (lines 21–23). As Carlos searches for the word, Alex keeps both
his head and his gaze oriented to Carlos (Figure 1(a)). Carlos then turns his body
and gaze to Alex and makes a circular gesture with his left hand (Figure 1(b)).
After Carlos refocuses his gaze outward, Alex, still with microphone lowered and
head turned away from the audience, quietly suggests to Carlos a word that will
resolve Carlos’ word search: enojado (‘angry/upset’) (Figure 1(c), line 24).

Figure 1(a). Carlos searches for the
right word and Alex orients his gaze to
Carlos (line 21).

Figure 1(b). As Carlos searches for the
right word, he turns his body and his
gaze toward Alex (line 22).

Figure 1(c). Alex offers ‘enojado’ with his
microphone lowered and head turned
(line 24).

Figure 1(d). Carlos afﬁrms Alex’s
suggestion (lines 25–26) and explains
what he was going to say (line 27).

This interaction illustrates the simultaneous attentiveness that is required of
Alex as an interpreter (Wadensjö, 1998). Here, Alex demonstrates his ability
to simultaneously focus on the linguistic level of Carlos’ speech as well as the
pragmatic level. First, Alex is attending to Carlos’ intonation units, preparing to
formulate an interpretation (lines 28–31). Second, Alex is attending to the broader
development of the story – he is aware, for example, that the boss is going to be
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angry and not happy, sad, or disappointed. Finally, Alex is attending to cues in
Carlos’ speech and body language that indicate that Carlos is in trouble, and he
thus responds to ﬁll in the gap.
The fact that Alex makes his suggestion in this way, quietly, with head turned
and microphone lowered, indicates that his comment is ‘off the record’. This
conclusion is supported by the change in Alex’s gaze and orientation when he
resumes his interpretation in lines 28-31 – he turns his head away from Carlos and
back toward the microphone, directs his gaze out toward the audience, and
gestures with his left hand as he speaks (Figure 1(d)). Thus the off-the-record
moment, though audible from the video recording, appears to have an assumption
of privacy – with Carlos as its only intended audience. Moreover, it turns out that
Alex’s suggestion contributes to the register that the youth are seeking to maintain
during the interaction.
Carlos’ word search is certainly not related to language proﬁciency. He is a
native speaker of Spanish and thus presumably knows a variety of words that
could describe the emotion of anger. This, in fact, is likely the reason for the
pause – Carlos is searching for the right word among many from which he can
choose. Carlos’ word search (lines 21–23) is best understood as part of the
shaping and maintenance of the desired register for the sermon. In this case,
Carlos considers using killao (line 27), but hesitates and does not use it.3 Carlos’
search for the right word is apparently motivated by a desire to maintain a higher
register for the sermon.4 When Carlos accepts Alex’s suggestion, enojado
becomes part of the accepted register, and killao is revealed as the rejected
register.
In this interaction, both Carlos and Alex play central roles. Carlos is the
primary gatekeeper for the register of the sermon, developing the narrative and
formulating the statements that Alex will interpret. Yet there are moments, as
seen above, when Alex also plays a critical role. The words and actions of both
speakers tend to show that they are making careful choices about the words that
they use, while remaining cognizant of the broader narrative. Throughout, Alex
displays simultaneous attentiveness to both linguistic and pragmatic levels of
speech: he attends to Carlos’ words, his intonation units, the broader development
of the story, and the interactional cues that prompt his intervention. This example
demonstrates the coordinated nature of problem solving between the two
participants in the interpretation task, as well as its multiple facets.
The following example demonstrates how speaker and interpreter are tracking
and reinforcing previous lexical choices and maintaining the desired register for
the sermon in real time. In Example 2, Carlos and Alex revisit the notion of the
‘angry boss’ and afﬁrm the register that they upheld in Example 1.
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Example 2: No se va a enojar (Transcript 2, lines 14–19).
# SPEAKER
TRANSCRIPTION
GESTURE, GAZE AND
GESTURE, GAZE AND
MOVEMENT (CARLOS)
MOVEMENT (ALEX)
14 CARLOS: Y el líder,
And the boss,
15
tú ve’,
you see,
16
17

no se va a
is not going to,
a enojar,
to be angry,

18

por[que],
because,

19 ALEX:

[And] the boss
won’t get mad at
him,

<extends L hand
out to side>
<turns body
slightly toward
Alex>
<meets Alex’s
gaze>
<gestures with L
hand>
<turns gaze out
toward audience
and opens up
stance>
<extends L hand
and returns it
to his side>

Although Carlos appears to show some lingering uncertainty about word choice
(as indicated by the break in his intonation unit between lines 16 and 17), he opts
to use the verb enojarse (line 17), the verb form of the adjective enojado
discussed in Example 1, rather than the verb killarse. If, as argued above, Carlos’
previous word search is viewed as a conscious maintenance of a higher register,
his use of enojarse (line 17) reinforces the choice of register (non-slang vs. slang)
that Carlos has made.
Although the interpretation task coordinated between Carlos and Alex is generally very ﬂuid, there are moments in which an issue arises not in Carlos’ delivery
(as in Example 1) but in Alex’s interpretation. In these moments, the two must
make instantaneous decisions regarding whether and how to address these issues.
4.2 Minding the gaps: Coordinated problem solving and lexical gaps
As with the shaping of register, how Carlos and Alex navigate and address gaps in
interpreter knowledge demonstrates the coordinated nature of problem solving
between the two. In the examples below, Carlos and Alex employ different
problem-solving strategies to address a gap in interpreter knowledge that is
revealed. During his sermon, Carlos references the biblical Parable of the Barren
Fig Tree, in which a man who has a ﬁg tree planted in his vineyard instructs an
employee to cut down the tree after it has failed to bear fruit for several years. In
relating this parable, Carlos is extremely faithful to the lexicon of the original
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biblical source. In particular, he uses the word higueras (‘ﬁg trees’/‘ﬁgs’, which
consistently appears in Spanish translations of the parable) several times, a fact
that reveals that Alex has a gap with respect to this word in Spanish.
Example 3: Higueras (Transcript 3, lines 8–28).
TRANSCRIPTION
GESTURE, GAZE AND GESTURE, GAZE AND
# SPEAKER
MOVEMENT (CARLOS) MOVEMENT (ALEX)
8

CARLOS:

9

ALEX:

10 CARLOS:
11

12

13
14

15

16
17
18

Esto lo vemos <moves arms in
en la biblia. outward arc>
This we see
(it) in the
bible.
This we see in
the bible.

El,
the,
á:rbol,
tree,

<extends L arm out
and back> <orients
gaze to Carlos at
‘bible’>

<gathers
microphone cord
in LH>
<shifts gaze to
(por ejemplo
de higue:ras), the L>
for example,
of figs,
en la biblia, <shifts gaze to
in the bible, Alex>
ALEX:
The tree o:f,
<extends LH and lets
it linger, begins to
gesture outward when
video feed cuts to a
different camera>
CARLOS:
higueras.
<whispers and
figs.
shakes head
from L to R>
<lifts
microphone with
RH>
<gazes
downward>
ALEX:
‘egueras’,
‘egueras’
CARLOS:
[@@]
<continues to
gaze downward>
AUDIENCE: [@@]

19 CARLOS:

fue,
was,

<traces shape
with LH>
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20

seco porque no
daba higueras.
dry because it
did not
produce figs.

21

Era de
higueras;
It was a fig
tree.

22

Era de
higueras,
It was a fig
tree,
was dry,
because it was
‘egueras’?

23 ALEX:
24
25
26 CARLOS:

pero no daba
higueras.
but it didn’t
produce figs.

27 ALEX:
28

Bu:t,
it didn’t give
‘igueras’

<holds up L
index and
middle finger
together and
bends them
slightly>
<extends
remaining
fingers and
brings LH
forward>

<extends and drops L
arm>
<extends and drops L
arm>
<holds
microphone cord
between L thumb
and index
finger with
palm facing
outward>
<holds LH at
shoulder level and
drops arm>

Carlos ﬁrst uses the lexical item higueras in line 12. In line 14, there are signs of
trouble as Alex begins, ‘The tree o:f…’ and orients his body and his gaze to
Carlos as he seeks clariﬁcation (Figures 2(a), (b) and (c)).

Figure 2(a). ‘The tree o:f’ (Alex’s gaze is
initially directed toward the audience)
(line 14).

Figure 2(b). Alex reorients his body and
his gaze to Carlos as he seeks assistance
(line 14).
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In line 15, Carlos shakes his head from left to right and repeats the Spanish word
higueras away from the microphone (Figure 2(d)). This action is an indication
that, although he is attending to Alex’s need for assistance, Carlos is unable ﬁll
the gap in Alex’s knowledge by supplying ﬁgs or ﬁg tree in English. Thus, the gap
in Alex’s knowledge persists, and in line 16 he repeats a phonologically similar
but semantically nonsensical variant of higueras (‘egueras’). Carlos recognizes
that Alex is still trying to make sense of higueras, and both he and the audience
chuckle (lines 17 and 18).

Figure 2(c). Alex searches for higueras
in English (line 14).

Figure 2(d). Carlos offers higueras
(line 15).

Although the word higueras reveals that Alex has a gap in his interpreter
knowledge with respect to this lexical item, Carlos proceeds to use higueras four
additional times in this sequence (lines 20, 21, 22, and 26), demonstrating a
remarkable ﬁdelity to the lexicon of the biblical source. As Carlos continues to
use higueras, Alex’s gap persists, and he experiments with different pronunciations (egueras in line 25 and igueras in line 28) and word classes (adjective in
line 25 and noun in line 28) for higueras. Although Carlos and Alex do not
initially resolve the higueras gap, Alex employs several problem-solving
strategies in an attempt to resolve this gap in his lexical knowledge: he uses
interactional cues to seek assistance from Carlos, revealing that the problemsolving process is again coordinated; he experiments with different phonological
variants of the word; and he assigns the word to different word classes.
When these initial strategies do not resolve the gap, Carlos and Alex proceed
with the performance. The coordination between the two continues, however, and
Carlos remains cognizant of the fact that Alex does not know the English
equivalent of higueras. This fact is revealed, in Example 4, when Carlos adjusts
his sermon in real time to cope with the interpretation challenges that are
presented by the higueras gap.
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Example 4: Frutos (Transcript 4, lines 3–12).
TRANSCRIPTION
GESTURE, GAZE AND
# SPEAKER
MOVEMENT (CARLOS)
3 CARLOS:

4

5

6 ALEX:
7
8

9 CARLOS:

10 ALEX:

11 CARLOS:

12 ALEX:

Ya oímos del árbol,
We already heard
about the tree,
que no da lo,
that doesn’t produce
the,

<raises L hand>

<closes L hand
and points
backwards with
thumb>

lo’ fruto’ que tiene
que dar.
the fruit that it’s
supposed to produce.
I:t,
didn’t give the
fruits,
that it had to give.

Ahora vamo’ al
árbol,
Now we go to the
tree,
Now let’s go to the
tree,

GESTURE, GAZE AND
MOVEMENT (ALEX)

<steps forward
with R leg>

que da fruto.
<outward motion
that produces fruit. with L hand,
turns gaze to
Alex>
that gives fruits.

<raises L hand>
<L hand
separately
punctuates
that, it, had,
to give>
<gaze is
downward>

<gaze raised,
to Carlos at
tree>

<brief gaze out
toward
audience, quick
extension of L
hand>

In Example 4, Carlos and Alex revisit the Parable of the Barren Fig Tree. In line
5, Carlos substitutes the word frutos (also present in the biblical source) for his
previous use of higueras. He makes this substitution again in line 11. In both
instances, Alex is able to interpret without difﬁculty (lines 6 and 12). Neither of
the participants knows the English equivalent of higueras at this point. However,
this does not impede the understanding of the sermon, because the speciﬁc
meaning of higueras is not a critical part of the narrative. Instead, Carlos and
Alex navigate around the troublesome lexical item, and Carlos communicates his
intended point using the more accessible lexical item frutos.
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The examples above show how Carlos and Alex are minding the gaps –
navigating and managing gaps in interpreter knowledge. This demonstrates the
coordinated nature of problem solving between the two. The coordination
between Carlos and Alex goes beyond the linguistic level and extends to the
dynamics of the speaker-interpreter interaction. The following section demonstrates how the two youths participate as comanagers of the speaker-interpreter
interaction.
4.3 Co management of the speaker–interpreter interaction
One characteristic of formal interpretation in the interaction between Carlos and
Alex is the presence of a norm of regulated turn taking. This norm has implications for interpreter memory, speed in processing messages, and concentration.
In Example 5, however, Carlos deviates from this norm, and Alex must reinstate
it. In Example 5, Carlos discusses the second servant from the Parable of the
Talents. His description of the servant is dynamic and expressive and embodied in
his use of gesture.
Example 5: Un hombre vivo (Transcript 6, lines 5–14).
GESTURE, GAZE AND
GESTURE, GAZE AND
# SPEAKER TRANSCRIPTION
MOVEMENT (CARLOS)
MOVEMENT (ALEX)
5

6
7

8
9
10

11
12

CARLOS: Era un hombre que
He was a man that

cada ve’ que venía
una,
una oportunidad
each time that an
opportunity came
él estaba,
he was like,
‘ooh, e’to es,
‘Oooh, this is it,
aquí yo voy a
poner mi,
(here) I am going
to put my
mi dinero
my money
y el dinero va a
crecer,’
and the money is
going to grow,’

<directs gaze away
from Alex, down
and out toward the
audience, moves
hands in a reverse
arc>
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y así pasaba.
And that’s how it
was happening.
El dinero crecía.
The money was
growing.

<smiles>

Figure 3(a). Carlos embodies ‘un hombre
vivo’.

<Alex smiles,
turns to
Carlos and
gestures with
L forearm and
hand straight
and parallel
to the ground>

Figure 3(b). Carlos describes el ‘hombre
vivo’ at length (line 6).

Carlos violates this implicit norm of regulated turn taking by not pausing to allow
Alex to interpret after a series of intonation units (lines 5–14). As shown in
Figures 3(a) and 3(b), during Carlos’ series of intonation units, Alex holds his
microphone at the same height as Carlos’ microphone, indicating his readiness to
begin the interpretation. As Carlos pauses at the end of line 14, Alex reinstates the
turn-taking norm and reclaims the ﬂoor by meeting Carlos’ gaze and making a
gesture with his left hand (Figure 3(d)). Carlos, who realizes what he has done,
smiles and chuckles (along with the audience) as Alex quickly retrieves and
produces his interpretation.

Figure 3(c). As Carlos proceeds, Alex
must wait to begin his interpretation
(line 9).

Figure 3(d). Alex’s gesture as Carlos
pauses (line 14).
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As demonstrated in the example, there are consequences for each speaker for
deviating from the synchronized turn-taking norm. When Carlos fails to pause at
the end of a single intonation unit, the cognitive load of Alex’s interpretation task
increases. Alex has to store more information in his memory and retrieve this
information for processing once Carlos pauses to allow for interpretation. The
longer that Carlos speaks without pausing, the more difﬁcult Alex’s interpretation
task becomes. Similarly, if Alex does not attend to Carlos’ pauses, and thus does
not begin his interpretation at the appropriate time, the narrative becomes
disjointed and out of sync. This example demonstrates that either of the participants may deviate from the implicit norms of the interaction (i.e., regulated turn
taking) and that the other responds to this deviation by reinforcing the norms of
the interaction.
5 Discussion
The analysis of the speciﬁc words and behaviour used by Carlos and Alex in the
interpretation interaction invokes the growing body of language-brokering
research. Moreover, the examination of language brokering in a religious setting
conﬁrms some ﬁndings of previous studies and also contributes new insights.
The many aspects of the interpretation interaction indicate that the successful
navigation of this task requires more than language competence. In the examples
analysed, Alex must demonstrate simultaneous attentiveness to the linguistic and
pragmatic levels of Carlos’ speech. Because Alex fulﬁls this function successfully, he is able to assist Carlos in his search for the word enojado. In this same
example, Alex and Carlos coordinate the maintenance of an appropriate register
for the setting and the audience. As the two youths negotiate register, they also
reinforce the choice of register over the course of the sermon. In cases where a
gap arises in Alex’s interpretation, he and Carlos work together to resolve or
move past the gaps. The examination of these compensatory strategies (e.g.,
asking for assistance, experimenting with different pronunciations and word
classes) also responds to Valdés’ (2003) call for more attention to strategies of
this type. Furthermore, Alex, as interpreter, co-manages the norms of the speakerinterpreter interaction and asserts himself when Carlos deviates from the turntaking norm. This range of skills goes far beyond the linguistic knowledge of
corresponding forms in English and in Spanish. Based on this evidence, I argue
that as speaker and interpreter encounter problems of comprehension, interpretation, and expression, the interpretation process is revealed as a problem-solving
procedure (e.g., Bell, 1998). The problem-solving activity is also collaborative,
and the youth must necessarily rely on each other and exercise great skill to solve
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each problem. Furthermore, as Alex and Carlos coordinate their interaction, the
youth function as human expert systems (Bell, 1991), employing highly sophisticated, complex, and interrelated abilities to ensure that individual intonation units
as well as the broader sermon development are successfully conveyed to the
audience (e.g., Valdés and Angelelli, 2003).
The present analysis also conﬁrms the important role of the interpreter in
language-brokering interactions. As in other studies, Alex, as interpreter, is not
invisible or impartial. Rather, he appears onstage with Carlos and takes an active
part in the performance of the sermon. Moreover, the performance aspect of this
interaction further highlights the signiﬁcance of this task and also the linguistic
and social maturity that it requires. These youths are not only carrying out the
complex functions mentioned above, but they are doing so onstage, in the
spotlight, and in front of an audience. This physical positioning in the spotlight
may be compared to the ﬁgurative positioning that occurs in other types of
language-brokering interaction when young bilinguals become the focal point of
the conversation between adult actors. Moreover, speaking (or interpreting) in
front of an audience is no small task, even for an adult that has prepared an
outline or other memory aids. Nevertheless, Carlos and Alex navigate the interaction without visible signs of stage fright.
Although the interpretation examined here is non-essential, the interaction
aligns with traditional language brokering in several ways. First, Alex, as
interpreter, has a stake in the interpretation (e.g., Eksner and Orellana, 2012). This
stake in the performance, and in the wellbeing of his speaker, friend, and coparticipant Carlos, invokes the sense of responsibility taken up by language
brokers in other settings (e.g., Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner and Meza, 2003;
García-Sánchez, 2014). Here, Alex takes responsibility for his own words, for
conveying the words of Carlos, and for assisting in moments of trouble to ensure
that the performance continues to progress smoothly. Alex’s sense of
responsibility suggests that he takes the act of peer brokering seriously. His role
and responsibilities do not change. This ﬁnding may help to inform broader
investigations of the particularities of peer language brokering.
The present analysis additionally reveals how some considerations may change
when new settings and new actors are introduced. First, the present interaction
occurs outside of traditional, white, public, English-dominant social institutions.
As a result, there is no tension between institutional ﬁgures and members of
subaltern groups (e.g., García-Sánchez, 2014). Spanish is the dominant language
in this institutional setting, and Spanish speakers thus are not marginalized for
their language use. Furthermore, there are no ethnicizing or racializing discourses,
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and the traditional considerations of linguistic access, surveillance, and insideroutsider dichotomies do not come into play (e.g., Weisskirch and Alva, 2002;
Reynolds and Orellana, 2009; García-Sánchez, 2014; Reynolds, Orellana and
García-Sánchez, 2015). One could argue that the deference to English in this
Spanish-dominant space (by offering Spanish to English interpretation when it is
nonessential) implies something about the persistent and dominant position of
English in the language hierarchy. I argue instead that the presence of English in
this setting reveals the negotiation of identity among multiple generations of
speakers.
As discussed in the theoretical framing section, language brokering involves
‘interpretation and translation between linguistically and culturally distinct
parties’ (Tse, 1995:180). The question thus arises of how participants in this
shared linguistic, religious, and cultural community may be considered linguistically and culturally distinct parties, and thus considered to be engaged in language
brokering. This question invokes the work of Del Torto (2008, 2010) regarding
language brokering across multiple generations of families. Del Torto argues that
nonessential interpretation may be seen as an enactment of identity and as a way
to connect multiple generations within the same family. I relate the setting at
Spanish Houston to the multigenerational families in Del Torto’s studies. Here,
although all members speak and understand Spanish, there are generational
differences in language use and language preference. English is understood as a
‘youth language’, and its inclusion in the service may be understood as a
recognition of the youths’ language preference. Whereas previously studied social
institutions invoke interpretation out of necessity, at Spanish Houston its inclusion
is voluntary and likely quite intentional. The integral nature of interpretation at
the church, and speciﬁcally interpretation by Spanish Houston youth, keeps the
youth involved in the church and positions them as necessary, integral, and
important.
6 Conclusion
As research on speciﬁc practices of language brokering continues to grow, it will
be important to add perspectives from a variety of settings and with a variety of
actors. As researchers analyse these data, the complex abilities displayed by
bilingual youth in these interactions will continue to emerge. This study contributes a perspective that examines nonessential brokering among peers in a
religious setting. This interaction highlights the linguistic and interactional
problem solving in which the youth must engage to successfully navigate the
performance and the interpretation. The ﬁndings additionally support previous
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work that has positioned nonessential interpretation as enactment of identity and
suggests that language brokers in this setting undertake the task of interpreting for
a peer with a high degree of responsibility and professionalism. Moreover, the
religious setting brings in considerations of performance and underlying texts and
removes considerations of surveillance, bureaucracy, and ethnicizing discourses.
The emerging literature on novice interpreters is only beginning to uncover the
abilities employed by bilingual youth interpreters; and the ﬁndings of the present
study contribute to this expanding research by exploring new actors, relationships,
and settings.
Notes
1.
2.

3.

4.

A pseudonym. Pronounced /ˈhaʊstən / and not /ˈhjustən/.
Both pseudonyms.
During a Facebook interview with Carlos on March 22, 2012, I inquired about
the meaning of the word quillao (which I originally transcribed using <qu>), and
whether the word was appropriate for use in church. Carlos informed me that
killao (replacing my <qu> with a <k>) is a slang term that means ‘angry’, but
that there should be no problem using the word in church – i.e., killao is not
taboo, but it is colloquial. Yet Carlos nevertheless avoids using the word in
Example 1.
One of the reviewers for this manuscript has suggested that the choice between
enojado and killao may be one of dialect rather than of register, given that there
are church members from different regional groups. To resolve this ambiguity,
future work may include reﬂections from the youth speakers/interpreters
regarding their lexical choices.

Appendix: Transcription conventions
The transcription conventions used in this article are based on Du Bois, SchuetzeCoburn, Cumming and Paolino (1992).
Line numbers
Relate to original transcripts from which excerpts are taken
Underline
Used to indicate a word that is emphasized or stressed
Bold word
Used to emphasize word for purposes of analysis
<>
Used to describe gaze and gesture and to provide explanations
@@
Laughter
[]
Indicate overlapping speech
v’
Aspiration of /s/
v:
Elongation of vowel sound
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